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Background

Paperless radiology is an aspiration Singapore General Hospital (SGH), Department of Diagnostic Radiology (DDR) wants to achieve for efficiency and productivity reasons. Although there are information system (IS) like Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) and Radiological Information System (RIS) to facilitate but there still exist a dependency on paperwork to sustain the workflow. Notably, in the workflow, the healthcare attendants (HCAs) and the radiographers rely paperwork to fulfill their roles and duties. For the HCAs and radiographers, they relied on paperwork to identify the procedure and the patient.

The DDR had conducted a pilot testing of paperless workflow in the ultrasound section on May-June 2015. The pilot test aims to reduce the reliance on paperwork and simplify the work processes for the staffs in order to redirect the free-up resources to provide better patient experience in the ultrasound section. This paper presents the findings from the pilot testing in the two months period.

Evaluation

The LEAN thinking system was employed to evaluate the original papered workflow in Figure 1. The three elements were carried out in sequences, namely, value-stream mapping, stakeholder mapping, and waste process identification. The value-stream mapping broke down the papered workflow into task activities that were differentiated into valued and non-valued tasks. Stakeholder mapping listed out the roles in the project team that was formed based on the representative from wide range of knowledge bases to ensure well balance. Waste process was identified after discussing with the stakeholders on the various task activities in the workflow.

Figure 1

A team of imaging informatics professionals customized the RIS module from Carestream Vue RIS to facilitate the paperless workflow. Downtime workflow was planned as part of contingency plan prior to implementation and documented in the event of computer system failure.

Feedbacks from the staff involved and patient waiting time were obtained in the course of the test. Improvement was made to paperless workflow if the staff’s feedback was deemed constructive.
The procedures excluded in this study were the contrast ultrasound procedures and orders from external general practitioner. The pilot testing was completed in 30 days period. The number of ultrasound procedures and timing data was extracted from Carestream Vue RIS system.

In the paperless workflow, the results had shown that there was a 33% improvement in the number of task activities by removing the waste processes. There was a total saving of mean time 71 seconds comparatively and an average saving of 60 pieces of paper per day. As for patient waiting time, there was improvement of 8-20% for different ultrasound procedures.

For the intangible aspects, both HCAs and radiographers found the task reduction commendable and for the HCAs, higher computer literacy was acquired in the course of study. However, they also feedback new constraints faced in the paperless workflow.

Discussion

The waste tasks contributed 33% to the total tasks. The waste tasks possess potential errors, for instances, scanning a patient’s CPOE form into a wrong patient folder in RIS. With the removal of waste task, the standardization and simplification of the process resulted in fewer tasks where less error could occur. The process indirectly improves patient safety.

In time saving wise, the waste tasks reduction saves a mean time of 71 seconds for staff. Using the current hospital load of 100,000 ultrasound procedures annually, this is projected to be an annual administrative saving of 1972 man-hours for the ultrasound section.

It is observed that the saving of 71 seconds is not significant compared against the average duration of the procedure or waiting time of 30 minutes each. However, the time saving is considerable when projected to annual basis.

The reduction of patient waiting time for different ultrasound procedures ranges from 8% to 20%. The reduction in waiting time is because radiographers are able to gauge the patient queue from RIS rather than from the number of CPOE forms and be more responsive to the patient who’s longer waiting time is reflected in the RIS. This effort managed to reduce the patient waiting time.

Paper saving in the new workflow is noteworthy. There is an average of 60 ultrasound procedures per day. With the elimination of duplicating another paper copy, the number of paper saved is equivalent to the number procedures on the day. The paperless workflow sets, potentially, a new direction to be eco-friendly.

DDR acknowledges that it must leverage on RIS to be paperless and personal computer is a requisite in each procedure room. This proves to be a logistic challenge. Furthermore, the HCAs has to undergo minimum IT training to be computer literate to use RIS.

Conclusion

Paperless workflow was able to reduce patient waiting time and was recommended to implement to the whole DDR. Although timesaving was not prominent if compared to procedure time but the removal of the waste tasks like scanning of CPOE form reduced administrative error and technical support. The paper saving effort was meaningful and potentially significant if this initiative was extended to other modalities.
In addition, positive feedback was reflected from the radiographers as their administrative works was reduced. Paperless workflow had improved the HCAs’ computer literacy as fringe benefits.

However, SGH DDR also acknowledged the current challenges face by a fully paperless workflow and plans are in place to address and resolve them.
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